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Abstract:- This undertaking base on the execution of 

lightweight cement by utilizing quarry dust block. 

Anyway adequate water bond proportion is 

indispensable to create sufficient union among concrete 

and water. Deficient water can utilize absence of union 

between particles, in this manner laws in quality of 

cement. Like astute an excessive amount of water can 

make bond keep running off total to frame laitance 

layers, hence debilitates in quality .We use quarry dust 

as a substitution of fly fiery remains and furthermore 

utilized the materials concrete (OPC 53 grade), fly 

cinder, quarry dust, frothing operator (FC-LITE). FC-

LITE is a frothing specialist which incorporates a 

growing property and builds the volume of the blend 

and lessening the dead weight of the block. We are 

utilizing standard size of block form is (19 x 9 x 9) cm 

(IS 1077: 1992). This paper is set up to demonstrate the 

exercises and advancement of the light weight concrete. 

The execution of light weight cement, for example, 

compressive quality tests and thickness and beneficial 

tests and examination made with different kinds of 

block.  

 

Keywords:- Foaming Agents (FC-LITE), Quarry Dust, Fly 

Ash. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Light weight solid block can be characterize as a sort 

of block which incorporates a growing specialist in it that 

expansion the volume of the blend of block while 

diminishing the dead weight. It is lighter than ordinary 

block with a thickness of 300 kg/m3 up to 1800kg/m3 .The 

primary strengths of light weight solid block are its low 

thickness and low warm conductivity. Light weight solid 

block keeps up its substantial voids and not framing 

laitance layer or bond film.  

 

A. Fly Ash 

Fly ash remains is a side-effect from consuming 

pummelled coal in electric power creating plants. As the 

intertwined material ascents, it cools and sets into round 

shiny particles called fly cinder. Fly ash remains is 

gathered from the fumes gases by electrostatic precipitators 

or sack channels .Fly slag is by and large caught by 

electrostatics precipitators or other molecule filtration gear 

before vent gases achieve the fireplace of coal-terminated 

power plant and together with base cinder expel from the 

base of the heater is for this situation mutually known as 

coal powder. 

 

 
Fig 1 

 

B. Quarry Dust 

A quarry is a kind of open-pit mine in which 

estimation stone, shake, advancement complete, riprap, 

sand, shake, or slate is uncovered beginning from the 

soonest organize. The word quarry can in like manner join 

the underground quarrying for stone, for instance, Bath 

stone. quarry dust is effectively accessible in market. It is 

utilized in development on the grounds that the residue can 

be sufficient to hold water. 

 

Sr.No. Properties Quarry Dust 

1 Specific gravity 2.54-2.60 

2 Bulk relative density(kg/m3 ) 1720-1810 

3 Absorption(%) 1.20-1.70 

4 Moisture content(%) Nil 

Table 1 

 

C. Cement 

In the most broad feeling of the world, bond is a folio, 

a substance that set and solidifies freely, and can tie other 

material together. "Cement" follows to Romans who 

utilized the term creation caementicium to portray brick 

work taking after present day solid that was produced using 

pounded shake with copied lime as folio. The volcanic slag 

and pummel block added substance that were added the 

consumed lime to acquire a water powered folio were later 

alluded to as cementum, cimentum ,and bond. Concretes 
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utilized in development are generally inorganic regularly 

lime or calcium silicate based, and can be portrayed as 

either pressure driven or non-pressure driven relying upon 

the capacity of the bond to set within the sight of water. 

 

D. OPC  

Portland concrete is by a long shot the most well-

known kind of bond when all is said in done use far and 

wide. This bond is made by warming limestone (calcium 

carbonate) with different materials, (for example, dirt) to 

1450 °C in an oven, in a procedure known as calcination 

that frees an atom of carbon dioxide from the calcium 

carbonate to shape calcium oxide, or quicklime—which at 

that point artificially consolidates with alternate materials 

in the blend to frame calcium silicates and different 

cementitious mixes. The subsequent hard substance, called 

'clinker', is then ground with a little measure of gypsum 

into a powder to make common Portland bond. 

 

E. FC-Lite 

FC-Lite frothing specialist is a natural material and in 

that capacity bio-degradable. It is delivered of creatures 

hooves/paws and horn, which are totally clearned of 

pollutions, precisely diminished in size before being 

proceed in as autoclave (weight vessel). Different segments 

are been included amid or impact the frothing operator 

generally. The hydrolyzed fluid is the been sifted. FC-light 

frothing operator ought not be put away under temperature 

above 30o Celsius, nor presented to coordinate sun. The 

drums must be kept water/air proof. Whenever followed 

these proposal, FC-light frothing specialist must not be 

carried into substance with some other item and surely not 

with oil, which is know to impact the surface strain of the 

water and consequently to the froth to be created. Any 

control/siphons/channels utilized , should in this way be 

total artificially clean. There are an extraordinary no of 

engineered frothing operator been offered to likewise tp 

produce cell concrete. None of these anyway can 

coordinate protein based frothing specialist in soundness. 

The precisely and physical properties of such cell concrete 

are not adequate to permit most extreme proportions of 

thickness over quality. 

 

F. Water 

Water is a critical element for block making. It helps 

in synthetic response with bond. Water utilized in this 

undertaking is free from natural material and the Ph esteem 

was 6 to 7.It was tried allowable point of confinement 

according to IS:456-2000. Properties acquired are- 

 

solids 
Result 

(mg/l) 
Permissible limit (mg/l) 

Organic 50 200 

Inorganic 1250 3000 

Sulphate 80 400 

Suspended matter 700 2000 

Ph 6.9 >6 

Table 2 

 

II. PROCEDURE 

 

A. Preparation of Mould  

Shape was set up of size (19x9x9) cm ensuing to 

social occasion the required materials. This Mould was 

involved non-porous material like metal of Standard size 

190 mm lengths, 90mm wide and 90mm significant. Frog 

was furthermore given. Metal structure was set up with the 

goal that all bits of the structure are covered for remoulding 

of square. For avoid spillage issue joints were made with 

no opening or gap. 

 

B. Oiling of Mould 

After the form had been readied and appropriate 

oiling of shape has done. 

 

 
Fig 2 

 

C. Foam Generation 

For setting up the froth we use the standard degree of 

produce froth which is 1 litre of frothing administrator in 

30 litres of water for 1m3. As indicated by this point we 

mix frothing administrator and water totally to make froth. 

With the help of stirrer and hammer drill machine we 

produce the froth. 

 

 
Fig 3 
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D. Blending of Material 

 

 Dry Mix 

For dry mixing, we consolidate two material, for 

instance, bond and quarry dust with trowel. 

 

 
Fig 4 

 

 Wet  Mix 

After the dry mix, we included essential of water and 

twisted it through and through. To make the froth solid 

include froth in the wet blend of material and blend it in 8-

10 minute. 

 

 
Fig 5 

 

E. Placing of Material in Mould 

With the help of trowel we placed the material in the 

mould and finished the upper surface. 

 

 
Fig 6 

F. Removal of Brick 

After 24 hours we remove the bricks from the mould 

and leave it for curing. 

 

G. Curing of Bricks 

We cure the bricks for 28 days for achieving the 

maximum strength. 

 

 
Fig 7 

 

III. RESULT 

 

 Testing of Bricks 

 

A. Soundness Test  

In this test two blocks are picked arbitrarily and hit 

with one another. At that point sound created ought to be 

clear ringer ringing sound and block ought not to break. At 

that point it is said to be great block.  

 

 

               
Fig 8 

 

B. Compressive Strength 

Compressive quality or pressure quality is the limit of 

a material or structure to withstand loads having a tendency 

to lessen measure, rather than rigidity, which withstands 

loads having a tendency to stretch. At the end of the day, 

compressive quality opposes pressure (being pushed 

together), while rigidity opposes strain.  
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 In the general testing machine the block was placed 

midway on the base plate. At that point with no minute 

the upper plate of the widespread testing machine was 

dropped down up to the block was hold firmly.  

 Then at a uniform rate the heap was connected 

pivotally. 

 Till the half of the block this heap was connected.  

 For estimation of normal compressive quality 3 blocks 

from same extent were tried without fail. 

 Compressive quality was determined by this equation. 

 Compressive quality = (load/surface zone) N/mm2 

 

 
Fig 9 

 

Sample 1: cement + fly ash + water 

Sample 2: cement + fly ash + foaming agent + water 

Sample 3:  cement + quarry dust + foaming agent + water 

Sample 4: cement + quarry dust + water 

 

 
Fig 10 

 

 
Fig 11 

 

 
Fig 12 

 

C. Hardness Test 

A decent block should oppose scratches against sharp 

thing. In this way, for this test a sharp apparatus or finger 

nail is utilized to make scratch on block. In the event that 

there is no scratch impact on block, at that point it is said to 

be hard block. 

 

 
Fig 13 

 

D. Shape and Size Test 

Shape and size of block are critical thought .All 

blocks utilized for development ought to be of same size. 

The state of blocks ought to be absolutely rectangular with 

sharp edges. Standard block estimate comprise length x 

expansiveness x tallness as 19cm x 9cm x 9cm. 

 

E. Water Absorption Test 

Absorption test is led on block to discover the 

measure of dampness content consumed by block under 

outrageous conditions. In this test, test dry blocks are taken 

and weighted. In the wake of gauging these blocks are set 

in water with full inundating for a time of 24 hours. At that 

point gauge the wet block and note down its esteem. The 

contrast among dry and wet block loads will give the 

measure of water ingestion. For a decent quality block the 

measure of water ingestion ought not surpass 20% of 

weight of dry block. 
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Fig 14 

 

 
Fig 15 

 

F. Impact Test 

In this test blocks are permitted to tumble from a 

stature of 1meter. On the off chance that blocks break, at 

that point it has low effect esteem and isn't appropriate for 

development. Great quality blocks don't after fall. 

 

 
Fig16 

                                                                                                                                                           

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

 Fly ash + foaming agent and quarry dust + foaming 

agent concrete bricks is lighter than other concrete brick 

and conventional brick. 

 The compressive strength of foaming agent brick is 

higher then red brick. 

 Light weight brick is economical than the fly ash and 

cement brick 

 Light weight bricks used for the partitioning of walls. 

 The load bearing capacity of soil is low, then we used 

the light weight bricks. 

 The moisture content of the light weight brick is higher 

than conventional brick. 

 The water cement ratio of Quarry dust + foaming agent 

is less then as compared to fly ash + foaming agent. 

 The light weight brick are good sound absorbent. 
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